QueueMetrics call-center suite stats examples

This document contains a very basic list of examples, showing the level of insight you can obtain over
your call-center system using QueueMetrics as your tool of choice.
QueueMetrics is the world acclaimed best call-center monitoring and reporting suite, currently running
in thousands of call-centers worldwide.
To consult a full list of QueueMetrics stats visit https://www.queuemetrics.com/about.jsp
The first example is a performance report divided by agents. It basically contains everything you need
to know about your agents!
This goes from how many sales they closed, to how much time they spend on their cigarette break.
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If your intention is to obtain a more detailed insight on how available time is spent by your agents, the
session and pause duration report is the right tool for you.
Here you can see all the details of your agent's sessions regarding pauses percentages and the
average duration of an agent's break.
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The complementary report for the previous one is the agent availability report.
Here you can inspect your agent's availability, spotting potential misbehaviors at a glance while
rewarding the best performing agents.
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The next one is a very simple yet very practical report.
It shows the number of calls each agent has answered on a queue, the total call time, the average
call time and the percentage of time spent talking on the phone.
Could you imagine anything simpler?
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Call-Centers are a complex reality to manage.
That's the reason why QueueMetrics provides you practical-oriented reports such as the queue
performance report.
Here you can see everything you need to know about your queues performance, from the number of
sales and the answered calls, to the average wait time of your customers.

Try QueueMetrics monitor for Asterisk today: https://www.queuemetrics.com/try-free.jsp also available
in the cloud.
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